Bonkers for Bats

HINT: Big brown bats, Little brown bats, Tri-colored bats, Indiana bats, Northern long-eared bats, Small-footed bat

Objective: Apply knowledge from Bonkers for Bats PowerPoint, and match the Threatened and Endangered bats to the provided riddles. Work individually or in groups.

1.) When I'm eating insects, I'm having a ball, but compared to others, I may be small. While the girls are bigger than the boys, we hardly ever make any noise.

Who am I? _____________________________

2.) The front of me is brown and yellow, but I am no simple bat fellow. I fly in short little bursts and chill in the woods, my colors of three hang in warm neighborhoods.

Who am I? _____________________________

3.) While we're right on the border, you may need a recorder, to hear our far away sounds. When we hibernate together, no matter the weather, our friends are always around.

Who am I? _____________________________

4.) With flight slow and erratic, I struggle with acrobatics, yet you probably won't find me in hanging-out your attic. While I am a rare sight with a lot of might, my small walking-part is just alright.

Who am I? _____________________________

5.) Like our cousins, our numbers took a hit. But like all bats, we did not quit! Little is known about our story, but we are definitely not the Hoary. We may look like the little brown, but our longer tails make them look like clowns.

Who am I? _____________________________